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High-harmonic generation
高次高調波発生
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高調波発生 (Harmonic generation)
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線形光学効果（弱い光）

非線形光学効果（強い光）€ 
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結晶、ガス等(crystal, gas)

Material response is linear in light intensity 物質の応答が、入射光強度に比例

物質の応答が、入射光強度に非線形に依存
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：３次高調波(3rd harmonic)

：５次高調波(5th harmonic)

波長変換
(frequency conversion)
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D = ε0E +P
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P = ε0 χ
(1)E + χ (2)E2 + χ (3)E 3 +[ ]

反転対称な媒質では、

€ 

χ (2) = 0
線形分極 linear polarization

非線形分極 (nonlinear)

€ 

∇×∇×E = −µ0
∂2D
∂t2

Linear optical effect

Nonlinear optical effect

for a medium with inversion symmetry

Nonlinear material response
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摂動論的高調波発生
(perturbative harmonic generation)

基底状態
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３次高調波 ５次高調波

次数が高くなるほど、発生効率は減少。
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Harmonic order ↑ Efficiency ↓

3rd harmonic 5th harmonic

Ionization Ionization

Virtual level
Virtual level

Ground state Ground state
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高次高調波発生
High-harmonic generation (HHG)

新しい極端紫外・軟エックス線光源として注目される。
New extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and soft X-ray source
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discovered in 1987
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Intense laser pulse gas jet harmonics of high orders

Highly nonlinear optical process in which the frequency of laser light is converted 
into its integer multiples. Harmonics of very high orders are generated.
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Harmonic spectrum 高調波スペクトル
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How high orders?

Wahlström et al., Phys. Rev. A 48, 4709 (1993)

1015 W/cm2

was raised up to 26 mJ, a maximal output energy exceeding
7 mJ was achieved at the signal wavelength near 1.4 !m.

Temporal characterization of amplified OPA pulses was
performed using a single-shot autocorrelation !AC" tech-
nique. A typical AC trace is shown in the inset of Fig. 2.
Assuming a Gaussian pulse shape, the pulse width of 1.4 !m
pulse was evaluated to be 40 fs in full width at half maxi-
mum !FWHM", the energy of which corresponds to the red
filled circles in Fig. 3. The solid red line depicts the Fourier-
transform-limited AC trace obtained from the amplified OPA
spectrum. The measured pulse width was almost transform
limited and the signal pulse width was shorter than 65 fs
over the entire tuning range.

Using the developed high-energy 1.4 !m OPA pulses,
we have performed a proof-of-principle experiment on soft
x-ray harmonic generation from an Ar gas target under a
nonionized medium condition to exhibit the performance of
our developed IR source. The 1.4 !m IR pulses were fo-
cused with f =250 mm CaF2 lens and delivered into the tar-
get vacuum chamber through a thin CaF2 window. The Ar
gas target was supplied by a 2 mm synchronized gas jet op-
erating at 10 Hz. We used an imaging spectrometer set
530 mm away from the Ar gas target to measure the spec-
trograph of the HH beam. The blue profile in Fig. 4 shows
the measured HH spectrum of Ar driven by a 1.4 !m pulse
with a backing pressure of 10 atm. The focusing intensity
was fixed to be 1.5"1014 W /cm2 at the interaction region in
order to use a neutral Ar gas condition. Thus, the pump en-
ergy of the 1.4 !m pulse was set at 2 mJ with a beam diam-
eter of 5 mm. We have generated 105 eV harmonics in the
neutral Ar gas condition. We found an intensity minimum at
around 50 eV in Ar spectrum. This minimum point matches
closely the minimum observed in the photon ionization cross
section of Ar due to the Cooper minimum.18 As shown in the
inset of Fig. 4, the almost perfect Gaussian profile of the HH
suggests that there is no density disturbance due to ionization
in the interaction region7. The white profile in the inset indi-
cates the far-field spatial profile of a 90 eV harmonic beam.
The output beam divergence was measured to be #5 mrad
FWHM. This good beam quality indicates that a phase

matching condition would be substantially satisfied on the
propagation axis of the pump pulse. The red profile shows
the Ar harmonic spectrum driven by a 0.8 !m pulse of which
cutoff energy was measured to be approximately 48 eV. HH
spectrum driven by a 1.4 !m pulse was roughly two order
magnitudes lower than that of driven by a 0.8 !m pulse. The
measured HH spectrum driven by a 1.4 !m pulse shows a
significant cutoff extension compared with that obtained with
the 0.8 !m driving field. This result reveals that the 1.4 !m
field generates photons having approximately two times
higher energy than the 0.8 !m field with the same intensity.
This photon energy’s difference is in good agreement with a
predicted value from the cutoff formula.

In conclusion, we have developed a high-energy IR
sources based on OPA to generate higher photon energy har-
monic beams. Output energy exceeding 7 mJ with 40 fs
pulse width was achieved at a signal wavelength near
1.4 !m. Total output energy of 12 mJ was recorded with
#45% conversion efficiency. In addition, the measured Ar
HH spectrum driven by a 1.4 !m shows a significant cutoff
extension exceeding 100 eV while the harmonic spatial pro-
file is almost perfectly maintained. Our developed IR source
is attractive not only for extending the HHG energy toward
the kiloelectronvolts region but also for examining the en-
ergy scaling of HHG under the phase matching condition.7
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FIG. 4. !Color online" Experimentally obtained harmonic spectra in Ar. Red
and blue profile depict the spectra with #0=0.8 !m pump and #0=1.4 !m
pump, respectively. Both HH spectra are normalized to the peak intensity.
The laser focused intensity is adjusted to generate HH under a neutral con-
dition for both wavelengths. The inset shows a measured two dimensional
harmonic spectrum image driven by 1.4 !m pump.
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Plateau（プラトー）- remarkable feature 
of high-harmonic generation

7

Wahlström et al., Phys. Rev. A 48, 4709 (1993)

1015 W/cm2 Simulation

プラトー(plateau)：Efficiency does NOT decrease with 
increasing harmonic order. 次数が上がっても強度が落ちない。

カットオフ(cutoff)：Maximum energy of harmonic photons

•摂動論的には解釈できない(non-perturbative)

plateau

cutoff
plateau

cutoff

ponderomotive energy
Ec � Ip + 3Up Up(eV) =

e2E2
0

4m�2
= 9.3� 10�14I(W/cm2)�2(µm)

800 nm, 1.6×1014 W/cm2
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高次高調波発生のメカニズム
Mechanism of HHG

基底状態

電離 ionization
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仮想準位
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3ω

摂動論的高調波
perturbative

高次高調波（非摂動論的）
HHG(non-perturbative)
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レーザー電場

電子
トンネル
電離

電場中の古典
的運動

再結合→
発光

tunneling ionization

recombination

photon emission (HHG)

Laser field

Semiclassical 
electron motion

electron

virtual state

ground state

Paul B. Corkum, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 1994 (1993)

3-step model
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高次高調波発生の３ステップモデル
3-step model of HHG
Paul B. Corkum, Phys. Rev. Lett. 71, 1994 (1993)

!t0 = "0Ionization at

z =
E0

!2
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E(t) = E0 cos !t
レーザー電場

電子
トンネル
電離

電場中の古典
的運動

再結合→
発光

tunneling ionization

recombination

photon emission (HHG)

Laser field

Semiclassical 
electron motion

electron

, which satisfies
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高次高調波発生の３ステップモデル
3-step model of HHG
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Simple explanation of the cutoff law
カットオフ則のシンプルな説明

Ec = Ip + 3.17Up

There is the maximum kinetic energy 
which is classically allowed.

There are two pairs of ionization and 
recombination times which contribute to 
the same harmonic energy.

Short and long trajectories
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Even up to 1.6 keV, > 5000 orders

11

almost x-ray!

a  new  type  of  laser-‐‑‒based  radiation  source
レーザーをベースにした新しいタイプの放射線源

Popmintchev et al., Science 336, 1287 (2012)
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What happens if the fundamental laser 
pulse is very short? では、超短パルスレーザ
ーによる高次高調波はどんな感じ？

12

Light emission takes place 
only once.

光の放出は１回だけ Attosecond (10-18 sec) pulse
アト秒パルス
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by a 300 mm focal length lens. The diameter of the center
spot of the focused Bessel streaking beam was 55 μm.
The delay between the XUV and NIR pulses was con-
trolled by a piezo-electric transducer (PZT). A 532 nm la-
ser beam co-propagating through both arms was used to
stabilize the Mach-Zehnder interferometer [12].
The continuous XUV spectra generated with DOGmea-

sured by the MBES without streaking are shown in Fig. 2.
By tuning the Ne pressure in the gas cell from 0.03 to
0.33 bar, the cutoff photon energy was reduced from
160 to 120 eV, which corresponds to Ip ! 2.6Up to
Ip ! 1.8Up. The calculated single-atom cutoff is 190 eV.
The spectrum with pressure below 0.03 bar was not mea-
sured due to the low count rate. The observed cutoff re-
duction with increasing generation gas pressure is
qualitatively consistent with previous experiments with
XUV pulse trains [8,9]. Finally, the pressure of 0.2 bar in
the generation cell was chosen for the streaking experi-
ment, where the entire spectrum, from 55 to 130 eV, was
confined within the low-energy part of the Zr transmis-
sion window where the filter GDD is negative.
The attosecond pulses were retrieved from the streak-

ing trace shown in Fig. 3(a) using both the PROOF
(phase retrieval by omega oscillation filtering) [13] and
FROG-CRAB (frequency-resolved optical gating for com-
plete reconstruction of attosecond bursts) [14,15] techni-
ques. Whereas the FROG-CRAB technique requires the
bandwidth of the photoelectron spectrum to be small
compared to its central energy, PROOF is applicable
to much broader spectra [13]. Here, we apply the princi-
pal component generalized projections algorithm to
PROOF [16], which is more robust than the method
developed in [13]. In the limit of low streaking intensi-
ties, Up < !L, the streaking spectrogram is given by
S"v; "# ! I0"v# ! I!L

"v; "# ! I2!L
"v; "#, where I!L

and I2!L

oscillate with the streaking laser frequency,!L, and twice
the frequency, respectively [13], " is the delay between
the XUV and laser pulses, and v is the photoelectron
speed. Since the spectrum and phase information of
the attosecond pulses are completely encoded in I!L

,
the amplitude and phase of the XUV pulse are guessed

in PROOF to match the modulation depth and phase
angle of I!L

.
The streaking trace was obtained at a low streaking

intensity, 2.5 ! 1011 W ∕cm2, to satisfy the requirements
of PROOF. Two methods are used to confirm the correct-
ness of the phase retrieval. The first is to compare the
photoelectron spectrum obtained experimentally to the
retrieved ones. This criterion was used in the past [17],
and is a necessary condition of an accurate retrieval. An-
other criterion is the agreement between the filtered I!L

trace from the measured spectrogram and the retrieved
one. It is a much stricter requirement than the first one,
because the modulation depth and phase angle of I!L

are
determined by both the spectrum and phase, whereas the
first method compares a quantity that is dominated by
I0"v#, the unstreaked component of the spectrogram.
Our retrieval meets both criteria very well, as shown
in Figs. 3(c) and 3(b), respectively. Both the FROG-CRAB
and PROOF retrievals yield nearly identical temporal
profiles with a pulse duration of 67$ 2 as, as shown
in Fig. 3(d), close to the transform-limited value of 62 as.
The error bar was obtained following the treatment in [1],
by taking each delay slice in the final guessed spectro-
gram as a separate measurement of the pulse duration.
The experiment was repeated at a higher streaking inten-
sity (5 ! 1011 W ∕cm2) and yielded the same result. With
the intrinsic and Zr phase, we calculated a pulse duration
of 68 as with the experimental spectrum, in agreement
with our retrieved result. At generation gas pressures sig-
nificantly lower than 0.2 bar, the count rate was not suf-
ficient for obtaining streaking traces with satisfactory
signal to noise ratio. Streaking was also performed at
higher pressures, which yielded longer pulses due to
the reduced spectral bandwidth. For instance, at 0.36 bar,
the retrieved pulse duration was 88 as.

Both PROOF and FROG-CRAB assume that only
photoelectrons emitted in a small angle in the streaking

Fig. 2. (Color online) XUV continuum generated by DOG in
Ne gas at six pressures. The length of the gas cell is 1 mm.
The peak intensity at the center of the polarization gate is
1 ! 1015 W ∕cm2.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Characterization of a 67 as XUV pulse.
(a) Streaked photoelectron spectrogram obtained experimen-
tally. (b) Filtered I!L

trace (left) from the spectrogram in
(a) and the retrieved I!L

trace (right). (c) Photoelectron spec-
trum obtained experimentally (thick solid) and retrieved spec-
tra and spectral phases from PROOF (solid) and FROG-CRAB
(dashed). (d) Retrieved temporal profiles and phases from
PROOF (solid) and FROG-CRAB (dashed).
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From femtosecond to attosecond
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Attosecond Science
アト秒科学
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femtosecond, attosecond
ミリ m 10-3

マイクロ μ 10-6

ナノ n 10-9

ピコ p 10-12

フェムト f 10-15

アト a 10-18

Light propagates during 30 fs …
3 ! 108(m/s) ! 30 ! 10!15(s) = 9 ! 10!6(m) = 9 µm
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Why so short pulses?

necessary ‘shutter speed’ for 
snapping ultrafast motion
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Electrons moving around the 
nucleus

Electron

Nucleus

Orbital period of 
the electron 
inside an atom

m!2r =
1

4"#0

e2

r2

T =
2!

"
= 2!

!
4!#0mr3

e2
= 152 ! 10!18 s = 152 as

Need for attosecond shutter
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Dynamics of the Auger effect
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オージェ効果のダイナミクス
A method to analyze ultrafast 
processes with a laser field.
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Auger effect

光電子

光電子
オージェ電子

オージェ効果
Photoelectron

Auger electron

特性Ｘ線を放出するかわり
に軌道電子を放出

内殻電子が電離（光電効果）

内殻励起状態のイオン

Instantaneous

~ a few fs

Observation of the ejection of Auger electrons
→Ionizing X rays < a few fs
→Attosecond pulse

Photoelectron

Ejection of a core electron

Core-excited ion

Ejection of a valence electron
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How to measure the electron ejection 
time?

Pump（イオン化を引き起
こす） 高調波(HHG)

Probe（電子の放出時刻を
測る） レーザー光（laser）
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How to measure the electron ejection 
time?

高調波とレーザー光を遅
延時間を持たせて照射

21

Irradiate an atom with 
an attosecond pulse 
and laser pulse with 
delay
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How to measure the electron ejection 
time?

E(t) = E0(t) cos(!t + ")
dp

dt
= m

dv

dt
= !eE(t)

t = tr で電離
初速度（運動量）

p0 =
!

2m(h̄!X ! Ip)

検出器での運動量 Momentum at the detector p = p0 + !p

検出器での運動エネルギー Kinetic energy at the detector

22

ionization at

Initial momentum

!p = !e

! !

tr

E(t)dt = !eA(tr) "
eE0(t)

!
sin(!tr+") =

"
4mUp(tr) sin(!tr+")

W ! W0 +
p0!p

m
= W0 +

!
8W0Up(tr) sin(!tr + ")
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検出器での運動エネルギー

Electron kinetic energy

Ejection time
光電子のエネルギーと
遅延時間の関係

How to measure the electron ejection 
time?
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W ! W0 +
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Life time of the Auger decay～8 fs

光電子

光電子
オージェ電子

Auger effect

Auger
electron

Photoelectron
Pump…HHG soft x rays
13 nm

Probe…Laser
750 nm

10フェムト秒程度の超高速過程が見える！

光電子

光電子
オージェ電子

24
Ultrafast process ~ 10 fs
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Delay in photoemission
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光電効果には何アト秒かかるか？
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When Does Photoemission Begin?
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Short light pulse
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–
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∆t
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∆t
2p

2s

Ne
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Ne
Ne+

Ne+

2p

The photoelectric effect is usually considered instantaneous.
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The 2s electron appears to come out 21 
attoseconds earlier than the 2p electron!
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within the Coulomb-Volkov approximation (CVA)
(29). To quantify the accuracy of the CVA, the
single-electron time-dependent Schrödinger
equation in three spatial dimensions was numer-
ically solved with an effective potential that mod-
eled Ne (29). The analysis of wave packets
yielded a spectrally averaged relative group delay
of a2p ! a2s ! 4:5 as. Although the CVAyields
the same value of the temporal shift between
spectrograms, the numerical solution of the
Schrödinger equation results in simulated spec-
trograms that are shifted with respect to each
other by 6.8 as. The origin of this discrepancy lies
in the fact that the photoelectron interacts with
both the streaking field and the ion, resulting in a
quantum motion that is not exactly described by
known analytical approaches. Thus, for the cur-
rent experimental parameters, the small devia-
tions between the electron’s exact motion and
that modeled via the CVA give rise to a 2-as
discrepancy in the relative delay.

Accepting this small discrepancy, many-
electron models were applied to investigate the
effects of electron correlation. As a first attempt,
the multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock method was
used to evaluate transition matrix elements from
the ground state of Ne to states where the electron
wave asymptotically propagated along the direc-
tion of the streaking NIR electric field. These

matrix elements predict a relative delay of
a2p ! a2s ! 4:0 as. The major drawback of this
model is that it does not account for inter-
channel coupling (6). This deficiency was over-
come by modeling the interaction with the XUV
pulse using the state-specific expansion approach
(31, 32). This model accounts for electron corre-
lations before and after photoionization and pre-
dicts a relative group delay of a2p ! a2s ! 6:4 as.
Our modeling successfully predicts that the emis-
sion of 2s electrons precedes that of 2p elec-
trons, but the computed relative delay is ~15 as
(3 SD) smaller than the measured value.

So far, the theoretical discussion has focused
on the relative delay between two photoemis-
sion channels, which can be acquired experi-
mentally. Precise determination of the zero of
time for allowing us to track the history of
microscopic phenomena accurately (Fig. 1A)
calls for precise knowledge of the delay be-
tween the XUV pulse and an outgoing electron
wave packet (henceforth, absolute delay). This
can only be inferred from theory. For multi-
electron systems, such as Ne, physical descrip-
tion of the discrepancies revealed by this work
proved to be a challenge. The sensitive exper-
imental test to which time-dependent many-
electronmodels can now be subjected will benefit
their development.

Meanwhile, it is possible to obtain reliable
absolute emission times for He, with which truly
ab initio simulations (33) can be carried out with
the help of supercomputers. Such simulations
were performed for the He (1s2) ground state, and
for direct ionization with a 100-eV photon, a 5-as
temporal shift of the spectrogram was found.
Such modeling will allow precise timing calibra-
tion of attosecond measurements, once suffi-
ciently powerful attosecond sources will allow
the recording of spectrograms for He with
sufficiently good statistics in spite of its small
photoionization cross-section.

Conclusions and outlook. Establishing the
zero of time in atomic chronoscopy is currently
tainted with an error of up to several tens of
attoseconds. Because attosecond streaking can
measure only relative delays between different
photoemission channels, the knowledge of abso-
lute delays relies on the predictions of thoroughly
tested time-dependent multielectron models.
Presently, only two-electron ab initio simulations
provide this degree of reliability, but the low
photoionization cross-section of He limits (be-
cause of low S/N) the timing accuracy. For more
complex systems, phase-sensitive measurements
of the photoelectron wave packets via attosecond
streaking will put many-electron models of
atomic photoionization to comprehensive, highly
sensitive tests, which is a prerequisite for grad-
ually improving them and gaining trust in their
predictions. These developments will improve our
understanding of subatomic electron correlations
and will make the absolute timing precision of
atomic chronoscopy approach the 1-as frontier.
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Fig. 3. The relative delay between photoemission from the 2p and 2s subshells of Ne atoms, induced by
sub–200-as, near–100-eV XUV pulses. The depicted delays are extracted from measured attosecond
streaking spectrograms by fitting a spectrogram, within the strong-field approximation, with param-
eterized NIR and XUV fields. Our optimization procedure matches the first derivatives along the time delay
dimension of the measured and reconstructed spectrograms, thereby eliminating the influence of un-
streaked background electrons [for details on the fitting algorithm, see (29)]. From the analysis of a set of
spectrograms, the measured delays and associated retrieval uncertainties are plotted against the amplitude
of the vector potential applied in the attosecond streak camera. Spectrograms measured in the presence of
a satellite attosecond pulse were found to exhibit a less accurate retrieval of the delay value. When a subset
of data (red diamonds) that represents scans with less than 3% satellite pulse content was evaluated, a
mean delay value of 21 as with a standard deviation of ~5 as was found. The green circles represent the
result of analyzing spectrograms recorded with an XUV pulse with narrower bandwidth in order to exclude
the potential influence of shakeup states contributing to the electron kinetic energy spectrum.
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PERSPECTIVES

When Does Photoemission Begin?

PHYSICS

H. W. van der Hart

Ultrafast spectroscopy and multielectron 

calculations reveal complex electron dynamics 

occurring just before an atom emits a 

photoelectron.

        The process of photoemission was one 
of the effects that led to the formu-
lation of quantum mechanics. If an 

atom or surface absorbs suffi cient energy 
from incoming light, it can transfer that 
energy to an electron, which is then emit-
ted. Theories of photoemission mainly focus 
on energetics—the temporal or dynamic 
aspects are ignored—but complex electron 
interactions occur that will create a slight 
delay between light absorption and electron 
emission. This time delay has been poorly 
understood for a fundamental reason: We 
cannot “see” an atom absorbing a photon. 
At best, we can follow subsequent emis-
sion events and use them to establish a “time 
zero” when the light was absorbed. A practi-
cal challenge has been that the time delay is 
extremely short, and only recently have direct 
experiments been feasible with the advent 
of lasers that emit pulses on the attosecond 
(as, 10−18 s) time scale. On page 1658 of this 
issue ( 1), Schultze and co-workers present 
measurements of time delays between differ-
ent photoemission processes generated by the 
same ultrashort light pulse. This fi nding not 
only allows further studies of the timing of 
photoemission but also provides a new way to 
investigate electron interactions in atoms.

The complex dynamics of atomic photo-
emission has a simple origin—the emission 
of a negatively charged electron changes the 
neutral atom into a positive ion. The energy 
levels of the remaining electrons are different 

in the positive ion, and as the electrons adjust 
to their new energy levels, they release energy 
that is transferred to the outgoing electron. 
The time needed for this transfer is the origin 
of the small time delays.

Centre for Theoretical Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics, 
School of Mathematics and Physics, Queen’s University Bel-
fast, Belfast BT7 1NN, UK. E-mail: h.vanderhart@qub.ac.uk

The inescapable conclusion is that a mem-
brane protein containing four or fi ve trans-
membrane helices, when associated with the 
translocon, remains in a topologically uncom-
mitted state and can “fl ip” within the mem-
brane to change its topology. There has been 
circumstantial evidence suggesting this for a 
number of membrane proteins for many years 
( 10), but Seppälä et al. provide the fi rst sys-
tematic analysis that suggests the phenome-
non. But how can membrane protein fl ipping, 
when associated with the translocon, be rec-
onciled with the energy required for tumbling 
within a membrane? Is it the privileged, pro-
tected environment within the translocon that 
permits such topological gymnastics? This 
would require a translocon pore size with a 
diameter of ~50 Å, which is consistent with 
biochemical data ( 11) but which is too large 

to be encompassed within a single translocon, 
thus implying the requirement for oligomers. 
However, the structure of a eukaryotic trans-
locon (Sec61 complex) bound to a ribosome 
that is actively translocating a polypeptide 
chain supports the theory that it functions as 
a monomer ( 12), although higher oligomeric 
states could exist transiently during mem-
brane protein biosynthesis. Structures of the 
ribosome bound to the translocon contain-
ing a nascent polypeptide chain may provide 
some answers, but considerable work on the 
dynamics of membrane protein synthesis will 
be required to interpret these snapshots of 
the process. Engineering topological reporter 
proteins such as EmrE constitutes an impor-
tant addition to this fi eld, which should even-
tually lead to a better understanding of how 
membrane proteins fold. 
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Electron hesitation. Schematic diagram of a photoemission process for Ne. An incoming photon of an ultra-
short light pulse is absorbed by either a 2s (top row) or a 2p (bottom row) electron. After photoabsorption, the 
electron escapes, while the orbitals of the other electrons adjust to the new surroundings as the atom becomes 
an ion. This adjustment leads to a time delay ∆t in the emission of the electron, which is longer for emission 
of a 2p electron than for emission of a 2s electron.
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Neon  atom

within the Coulomb-Volkov approximation (CVA)
(29). To quantify the accuracy of the CVA, the
single-electron time-dependent Schrödinger
equation in three spatial dimensions was numer-
ically solved with an effective potential that mod-
eled Ne (29). The analysis of wave packets
yielded a spectrally averaged relative group delay
of a2p ! a2s ! 4:5 as. Although the CVAyields
the same value of the temporal shift between
spectrograms, the numerical solution of the
Schrödinger equation results in simulated spec-
trograms that are shifted with respect to each
other by 6.8 as. The origin of this discrepancy lies
in the fact that the photoelectron interacts with
both the streaking field and the ion, resulting in a
quantum motion that is not exactly described by
known analytical approaches. Thus, for the cur-
rent experimental parameters, the small devia-
tions between the electron’s exact motion and
that modeled via the CVA give rise to a 2-as
discrepancy in the relative delay.

Accepting this small discrepancy, many-
electron models were applied to investigate the
effects of electron correlation. As a first attempt,
the multiconfigurational Hartree-Fock method was
used to evaluate transition matrix elements from
the ground state of Ne to states where the electron
wave asymptotically propagated along the direc-
tion of the streaking NIR electric field. These

matrix elements predict a relative delay of
a2p ! a2s ! 4:0 as. The major drawback of this
model is that it does not account for inter-
channel coupling (6). This deficiency was over-
come by modeling the interaction with the XUV
pulse using the state-specific expansion approach
(31, 32). This model accounts for electron corre-
lations before and after photoionization and pre-
dicts a relative group delay of a2p ! a2s ! 6:4 as.
Our modeling successfully predicts that the emis-
sion of 2s electrons precedes that of 2p elec-
trons, but the computed relative delay is ~15 as
(3 SD) smaller than the measured value.

So far, the theoretical discussion has focused
on the relative delay between two photoemis-
sion channels, which can be acquired experi-
mentally. Precise determination of the zero of
time for allowing us to track the history of
microscopic phenomena accurately (Fig. 1A)
calls for precise knowledge of the delay be-
tween the XUV pulse and an outgoing electron
wave packet (henceforth, absolute delay). This
can only be inferred from theory. For multi-
electron systems, such as Ne, physical descrip-
tion of the discrepancies revealed by this work
proved to be a challenge. The sensitive exper-
imental test to which time-dependent many-
electronmodels can now be subjected will benefit
their development.

Meanwhile, it is possible to obtain reliable
absolute emission times for He, with which truly
ab initio simulations (33) can be carried out with
the help of supercomputers. Such simulations
were performed for the He (1s2) ground state, and
for direct ionization with a 100-eV photon, a 5-as
temporal shift of the spectrogram was found.
Such modeling will allow precise timing calibra-
tion of attosecond measurements, once suffi-
ciently powerful attosecond sources will allow
the recording of spectrograms for He with
sufficiently good statistics in spite of its small
photoionization cross-section.

Conclusions and outlook. Establishing the
zero of time in atomic chronoscopy is currently
tainted with an error of up to several tens of
attoseconds. Because attosecond streaking can
measure only relative delays between different
photoemission channels, the knowledge of abso-
lute delays relies on the predictions of thoroughly
tested time-dependent multielectron models.
Presently, only two-electron ab initio simulations
provide this degree of reliability, but the low
photoionization cross-section of He limits (be-
cause of low S/N) the timing accuracy. For more
complex systems, phase-sensitive measurements
of the photoelectron wave packets via attosecond
streaking will put many-electron models of
atomic photoionization to comprehensive, highly
sensitive tests, which is a prerequisite for grad-
ually improving them and gaining trust in their
predictions. These developments will improve our
understanding of subatomic electron correlations
and will make the absolute timing precision of
atomic chronoscopy approach the 1-as frontier.
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Fig. 3. The relative delay between photoemission from the 2p and 2s subshells of Ne atoms, induced by
sub–200-as, near–100-eV XUV pulses. The depicted delays are extracted from measured attosecond
streaking spectrograms by fitting a spectrogram, within the strong-field approximation, with param-
eterized NIR and XUV fields. Our optimization procedure matches the first derivatives along the time delay
dimension of the measured and reconstructed spectrograms, thereby eliminating the influence of un-
streaked background electrons [for details on the fitting algorithm, see (29)]. From the analysis of a set of
spectrograms, the measured delays and associated retrieval uncertainties are plotted against the amplitude
of the vector potential applied in the attosecond streak camera. Spectrograms measured in the presence of
a satellite attosecond pulse were found to exhibit a less accurate retrieval of the delay value. When a subset
of data (red diamonds) that represents scans with less than 3% satellite pulse content was evaluated, a
mean delay value of 21 as with a standard deviation of ~5 as was found. The green circles represent the
result of analyzing spectrograms recorded with an XUV pulse with narrower bandwidth in order to exclude
the potential influence of shakeup states contributing to the electron kinetic energy spectrum.
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Mechanism
• Eisenbud-Wigner-Smith delay
• Coulomb-laser coupling
• laser-induced state distortion
• unknown mechanisms ...
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Time-‐‑‒dependent  
ab-‐‑‒initio  simulation  of  
inner-‐‑‒shell  
photoionization
of  an  excited  He  atom  
(e.g.,  1s2p)

XUV  pulse
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Method:  Time-‐‑‒dependent  Schrödinger  equation  (TDSE)

Coupled spherical harmonics

Discretization of

Ishikawa et al., Phys. Rev. A 72, 013407 (2005), Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 033003 (2012), Phys. Rev. Lett. 108, 093001 (2012)
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inner-shell photoionization
of an excited helium atom

1. remove the bound states of the neutral below the first ionization 
threshold

2. remove doubly excited (autoionizing) states
3. project on each ionic state
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Photoionization of 1s2p1P He
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Similar dynamics is seen 
for  1D simulations
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knock-up lasts longer for 
higher ionic channels.
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Time-dependent transition matrix element by the 
e-e interaction

increasing delays 
reflect the larger 
radii of the 
excited states 
involved
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knock-up in attosecond photoionization of 
an excited helium atom
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summary

Post-ionization 
interaction of the 
outgoing core 
electron with the 
outer spectator 
electron
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PERSPECTIVES

When Does Photoemission Begin?

PHYSICS

H. W. van der Hart

Ultrafast spectroscopy and multielectron 

calculations reveal complex electron dynamics 

occurring just before an atom emits a 

photoelectron.

        The process of photoemission was one 
of the effects that led to the formu-
lation of quantum mechanics. If an 

atom or surface absorbs suffi cient energy 
from incoming light, it can transfer that 
energy to an electron, which is then emit-
ted. Theories of photoemission mainly focus 
on energetics—the temporal or dynamic 
aspects are ignored—but complex electron 
interactions occur that will create a slight 
delay between light absorption and electron 
emission. This time delay has been poorly 
understood for a fundamental reason: We 
cannot “see” an atom absorbing a photon. 
At best, we can follow subsequent emis-
sion events and use them to establish a “time 
zero” when the light was absorbed. A practi-
cal challenge has been that the time delay is 
extremely short, and only recently have direct 
experiments been feasible with the advent 
of lasers that emit pulses on the attosecond 
(as, 10−18 s) time scale. On page 1658 of this 
issue ( 1), Schultze and co-workers present 
measurements of time delays between differ-
ent photoemission processes generated by the 
same ultrashort light pulse. This fi nding not 
only allows further studies of the timing of 
photoemission but also provides a new way to 
investigate electron interactions in atoms.

The complex dynamics of atomic photo-
emission has a simple origin—the emission 
of a negatively charged electron changes the 
neutral atom into a positive ion. The energy 
levels of the remaining electrons are different 

in the positive ion, and as the electrons adjust 
to their new energy levels, they release energy 
that is transferred to the outgoing electron. 
The time needed for this transfer is the origin 
of the small time delays.

Centre for Theoretical Atomic, Molecular, and Optical Physics, 
School of Mathematics and Physics, Queen’s University Bel-
fast, Belfast BT7 1NN, UK. E-mail: h.vanderhart@qub.ac.uk

The inescapable conclusion is that a mem-
brane protein containing four or fi ve trans-
membrane helices, when associated with the 
translocon, remains in a topologically uncom-
mitted state and can “fl ip” within the mem-
brane to change its topology. There has been 
circumstantial evidence suggesting this for a 
number of membrane proteins for many years 
( 10), but Seppälä et al. provide the fi rst sys-
tematic analysis that suggests the phenome-
non. But how can membrane protein fl ipping, 
when associated with the translocon, be rec-
onciled with the energy required for tumbling 
within a membrane? Is it the privileged, pro-
tected environment within the translocon that 
permits such topological gymnastics? This 
would require a translocon pore size with a 
diameter of ~50 Å, which is consistent with 
biochemical data ( 11) but which is too large 

to be encompassed within a single translocon, 
thus implying the requirement for oligomers. 
However, the structure of a eukaryotic trans-
locon (Sec61 complex) bound to a ribosome 
that is actively translocating a polypeptide 
chain supports the theory that it functions as 
a monomer ( 12), although higher oligomeric 
states could exist transiently during mem-
brane protein biosynthesis. Structures of the 
ribosome bound to the translocon contain-
ing a nascent polypeptide chain may provide 
some answers, but considerable work on the 
dynamics of membrane protein synthesis will 
be required to interpret these snapshots of 
the process. Engineering topological reporter 
proteins such as EmrE constitutes an impor-
tant addition to this fi eld, which should even-
tually lead to a better understanding of how 
membrane proteins fold. 
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Electron hesitation. Schematic diagram of a photoemission process for Ne. An incoming photon of an ultra-
short light pulse is absorbed by either a 2s (top row) or a 2p (bottom row) electron. After photoabsorption, the 
electron escapes, while the orbitals of the other electrons adjust to the new surroundings as the atom becomes 
an ion. This adjustment leads to a time delay ∆t in the emission of the electron, which is longer for emission 
of a 2p electron than for emission of a 2s electron.
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